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Today’s Modern Access Challenges 
 
Today’s organizations are challenged with managing multiple identities: consumers, workforce, 
and devices. While each has their unique requirements, they all need secure, seamless, and easy 
online access experiences. Many organizations are managing these identities through legacy 
identity and access management (IAM) platforms that consume time, resources, and budget to 
deliver the most basic services.

Global organizations need to evolve and adopt modern access management solutions that 
support exceptional digital experiences for consumers, workforce, and things. They need 
scalable, adaptable solutions that can easily integrate with new technologies and applications 
while protecting the organization against current and future cyber threats.
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ForgeRock Access Management

ForgeRock Access Management is a unified solution that addresses the complex access needs of today’s modern 
organization. Access Management enables organizations to deliver great online experiences, migrate away from 
burdensome legacy platforms, and provide stronger security. 

Forgerock Access Management supports all user profiles form a single platform:

Customers
Ensuring that your customers have 
frictionless access to online accounts 
and easy ways to manage their 
profiles means exceptional online 
experiences that lead to repeat 
business.

Workforce 
Employees, contractors, partners, 
vendors typically have access to 
sensitive systems, applications, and 
networks and require instant, hassle-
free access. Organizations need 
assurance of who these users are 
before granting access to valuable 
business assets. 

Things 
Organizations need to know what IoT 
devices are on their networks and 
need to manage these devices just as 
they do their human identities.

ForgeRock Access Management Features

ForgeRock Intelligent Access 
is an intuitive drag-and-drop interface that allows for 
orchestrated authentication flows with more flexibility, 
choice, and security than traditional authenticators. 
ForgeRock Intelligent Access can easily configure, measure, 
and adjust multiple login journeys within Zero Trust and 
CARTA security models. 

ForgeRock Single Sign On (SSO) 
is a service that securely shares identity information 
across domains and applications using standard identity 
protocols. Users need only login once to securely access all 
of their applications. 

Federation 
is a service that securely shares identity information 
across different environments, so users can access partner 
systems with the same authentication methods they use 
for their company network.

Passwordless Authentication 
with ForgeRock Go helps secure the organization and 
users with low-friction passwordless and usernameless 
authentication. It makes available a range of seamless 
methods – biometrics, behavioral, and risk-based – to 
support all user access scenarios. 

ForgeRock Access Management is a critical component of the comprehensive, artificial intelligence (AI)-powered ForgeRock 
Identity Platform. It includes the following capabilities: 
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ForgeRock, the leader in digital identity, delivers modern and comprehensive Identity and Access Management solutions for consumers, 
employees and things to simply and safely access the connected world. Using ForgeRock, more than a thousand global customer organizations 
orchestrate, manage, and secure the complete lifecycle of identities from dynamic access controls, governance, APIs, and storing authoritative 
data – consumable in any cloud or hybrid environment. The company is privately held, and headquartered in San Francisco, California, with offices 
around the world. For more information and free downloads, visit www.forgerock.com or follow ForgeRock on social media.
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Deliver Great Online 
Experiences

• Design, test, and roll out access 
experiences that delight users

• Deploy the latest social login, 
biometric, and frictionless 
authentication methods

• Retain customers with fast, low-
touch, yet secure online transactions 
and mobile channel engagement

Accelerate Legacy 
Migration

• Modernize your IAM with a proven, 
tested methodology

• Migrate at your own pace, 
converting applications when you 
are ready

• Regain IT and security resources and 
eliminate silos

Secure the 
Organization

• Enforce consistent security policies 
that apply across all applications 
and platforms

• Contextually authenticate users 
using risk-based factors

• Continuously authorize user access 
using Zero Trust and CARTA* 
security models

Managing IoT identities 
with ForgeRock Access Management lets organizations 
take care of the identity of IoT devices the same way they 
do human users – with onboarding, authentication, and full 
lifecycle management. 

Authorization 
policies from simple, coarse-grained rules to highly 
advanced, fine-grained entitlements are fully supported. 
With ForgeRock Access Management, organizations can 
ensure that just the right amount of access control is 
given to each consumer, workforce, and thing in your 
organization. 

Why ForgeRock Access Management?

ForgeRock Access Management enables engagement with users by providing a secure, seamless, and positive online 
experience.  Customers will keep coming back, and the organization will reap the revenue. Internal users also benefit, with 
predictable and secure access to the applications, networks, and platforms they need to stay productive. 

Contact us for more information about how ForgeRock can help you 
achieve your access management requirements.

*Continuous Adaptive Risk and Trust Assessment
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